AUTHOR GUIDELINES

THE FORUM ON THE ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTS INDUSTRIES of the American Bar Association publishes *Entertainment and Sports Lawyer* (E&SL) on a quarterly basis. The publication reaches more than 5,000 leading attorneys, agents and corporate executives working in the entertainment and sports industries worldwide. Each issue comprises approximately 40-pages.

**CONTENT** *Entertainment and Sports Lawyer* publishes articles of interest to entertainment and sports industry lawyers, agents, and corporate executives. Feature articles offer in-depth treatment of many unique facets of law and commerce affecting these industries. The publication also prints book reviews and opinion pieces as they pertain specifically to our readers, however E&SL does not publish purely public relations material to endorse specific products or persons.

**STYLE** *Entertainment and Sports Lawyer* prefers that authors use a writing style that is accessible, highly readable, journalistic in tone for both its law review-style, and other features. Formal citations are not required for every article. When included, they should appear as endnotes and should follow the Harvard Bluebook format. Endnotes should be limited to accurate citations and occasional brief textual comments.

**INCLUDE GRAPHICS & ILLUSTRATIONS** Please submit one or more logo, photograph, table, chart, graph, or other image to improve the visual impact of articles and to receive more favorable consideration for publication. Be Creative!

**LENGTH** The E&SL format is very flexible and can accommodate articles from as few as 800 words all the way up to 5,000+. Even longer articles can be published in a series over several issues. As a general guideline, feature articles are usually between 2,500 and 4,000 words long, including endnotes (10 to 15 double-spaced pages). Book reviews are usually approximately 800 words long. Opinion pieces typically range between 800 and 1,500 words. Nevertheless, word length is flexible.

**MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION** Submit your manuscript for review by email attachment to the Editor-in-Chief at the email address listed below, preferably prepared using Microsoft Word (a .doc file format). If you do not have access to email, you may submit articles via fax or regular mail. Be sure to include your firm/company name, position in firm/company, location, and e-mail address to be printed at the end of your article. Also, please indicate whether you represent(ed) a party in any case discussed. Finally, please indicate your position with any ABA entity (e.g. Chair of the Forum Committee on...). **THE TITLE PAGE OF YOUR SUBMISSION SHOULD INCLUDE COMPLETE CONTACT INFORMATION, INCLUDING YOUR NAME, MAILING ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBER, FAX NUMBER, AND EMAIL ADDRESS.**

**EDITING** If an article is accepted for publication, the E&SL Editorial Board and ABA Publishing will edit it. The E&SL editorial board and ABA publishing staff reserve the right to make deletions to conform to space limitations. The edited version of the article may be sent to the author for review, however because of print and distribution deadlines, late editorial changes to articles are proscribed. Authors will not see typeset proofs. Please note, most changes following a final submission are the result of copy-editing for spelling, grammar and punctuation, and every effort is made to clear any last-minute substantive changes with the author should these be made by the editor.

**COPYRIGHT** Authors will be asked to sign a Copyright Agreement granting to the ABA the exclusive right of first publication, the nonexclusive right to reprint, and the right to use the work in other ABA publications or media.

**UPCOMING SUBMISSION DEADLINES**
- Spring 2010 February 1, 2010
- Summer 2010 May 1, 2010
- Fall 2010 August 1, 2010
- Winter 2010 November 1, 2010

**SEND SUBMISSIONS TO:** Vered N. Yakovee, Editor-in-Chief, 4640 Admiralty Way, Suite 500, Marina del Rey, CA, 90292; e-mail vered@yakovee.com

** PLEASE NOTE **

E&SL is unable to accept article submissions where the same article has already been published elsewhere or where the author has made multiple submissions of the same article to several publications at the same time. To make a valid submission to E&SL authors must undertake to make an exclusive submission of an original never-before-published article. Thank you.